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Acquired by the library, 2014
Biography
The Oscar concert of nominated songs and scores from the 86th Oscars took place on February 27, 2014, in UCLA’s Royce Hall in Los Angeles. The concert was produced by Academy Governors Charles Fox and Arthur Hamilton, hosted by Common, and moderated by Elvis Mitchell. Song performers included Robert Lopez and Kristen Anderson-Lopez, Jill Scott, Cristin Milioti, and Matt Cermanski.
Collection Scope and Content Summary
The Oscar concert music scores for nominated songs and scores from the 86th Oscars are from 2014 and encompass 3.8 linear feet. The collection contains the music scores and orchestra parts generated by JoAnn Kane Music Services for the concert. “Fanfare for Oscar” and the films THE BOOK THIEF, DESPICABLE ME 2, GRAVITY, HER, MANDELA: LONG WALK TO FREEDOM, PHILOMENA, and SAVING MR. BANKS are represented. “Let It Go” from FROZEN was performed sans orchestra so there is no music score or parts.
Arrangement
Arranged in the following series: 1. Orchestra parts; 2. Oversize, Music Scores.
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